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PAKISTAN Medical

Association (PMA) Center

Secretary-General Dr S.M.

Qaisar has paid rich tributes

to the entire medical

fraternity for being in the

forefront of the country’s

battle against the menace of

coronavirus – COVID-19 –

that has ravaged the whole

world.

Quoting statistics, Dr

Qaisar Sajjad said every fifth

person who has died due to

the virus in the world

happens to be a healthcare

professional, including Dr Li

Wenliang, who was the first

one who alerted the world

about the impending disaster

but was reprimanded by his

government for “spreading

rumors”. It was a nice

gesture on the part of the

Chinese government to

officially exonerate him

after an investigation into his

death.

In Pakistan, Dr Usama

Riaz lost his life while

taking care of COVID-19

patients in Gilgit-Baltistan

(GB). He was continuously

on duty and unfortunately

was without proper

protective gear necessary to

handle coronavirus patient.

He had posted a video in

which he was seen wearing

an ordinary mask. The video

went viral on social media

attracting sympathies for the

young     doctor.    “We  will 
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PMA salutes exceptional courage
shown by the medical fraternity

P&G

Health For All is a basic human right

that needs to be protected at all costs

by those who matter. Pakistan Medical

Association is doing its bit in this

regard and hopes that others will join

hands sooner rather than later.
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THE Pakistan Medical Association

(PMA) Center Secretary-General Dr S.M.

Qaisar Sajjad has regretted the fact that there

was no healthcare regulatory body

functional in the country.

In the middle of a global pandemic

where health is the main global focus, it is

strange that the government has no time to

restore the Pakistan Medical and Dental

Council (PMDC) as directed by the

Islamabad High Court (IHC). 

While the controversial Pakistan Medical

Commission (PMC) has been disbanded by

the IHC, the government has not restored the

PMDC.

As a result, there is no healthcare and

medical education regulatory body

anywhere in the country, Dr Qaisar Sajjad

pointed out. 

The worst part is that the government is

believed to be moving towards forming an

ad hoc committee to run the PMDC affairs

post-restoration.

The PMA leader strongly rejected the

proposal and demanded holding of elections

to the PMDC council.

The PMA, the sole representative body

of doctors across Pakistan, said that even if a

committee was to be constituted at all, it

should comprise stakeholders and

representation from all provinces.

“It should be given a minimum

timeframe to conduct elections under the

PMDC Ordinance 1962. It should be given a

limited mandate for day-to-day work only,”

Dr Qaisar Sajjad said.

“Doctors are suffering badly due to the

continuous uncertainty in PMDC since

January 5, 2019, when the PMDC Ordinance

2019 was promulgated by the President of

Pakistan, which was later rejected by the

Senate through a resolution.

Then on October 19, Pakistan Medical

Commission (PMC) Ordinance and Medical

Tribunal Ordinance were promulgated, but

these were declared null and void by

Islamabad High Court on February 11,

2020,” he added.

The PMA Secretary-General said: “Now

PMDC office has been sealed, regional

offices are also nonfunctional for the last

four months.

Doctors serving abroad and in Pakistan

are very much disturbed by the gloomy

situation. They are not getting their

registration, ‘good standing’ certificates and

renewal of registrations.

These unresolved problems are

mounting, adding to the difficulties of

doctors, particularly those who are working

abroad.

Dr Qaisar Sajjad said the situation was

affecting medical education also, which was

already in a shambles. The process of

accreditation and inspection of medical

colleges has been stopped, he said.

“PMA believes that the solution to all

these problems lies in making PMDC an

independent, autonomous, transparent,

democratic and vibrant body according to

the PMDC Ordinance 1962,” he said.

According to an official statement, more

than 27,000 cases of registration are in

pending, and, likewise, Pakistani doctors

working abroad are also very distressed

because they are not getting their renewal of

registration and ‘good standing’ certificates.

PMA believes that government should

immediately implement the verdict of the

Islamabad High Court and open the main

office of PMDC in Islamabad as well as the

regional offices in the provinces.

PMA irked by the absence of
any health regulatory body

Pakistan Medical Association (PMA) Center Secretary-General Dr S.M. Qaisar Sajjad addressing a press conference

at the PMA House in Karachi alongside other medical experts about the coronavirus pandemic.
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THE Pakistan Medical

Association (PMA) Center

Secretary-General Dr S.M.

Qaisar Sajjad has said that

the medical practitioners of

Punjab feel seriously

distressed by the decision of

Punjab government to

present the controversial

Medical Teaching Institute

(MTI) Act in the provincial

assembly. 

“Before making any law

on health, the government

should consult the

stakeholders like PMA. It is

a fact that all branches of

PMA Punjab and other

stakeholders are against this

notorious MTI act. The act is

neither beneficial for

patients nor for the health

professionals,” he said in a

statement. 

According to the MTI

Act, the government

hospitals shall be run by

fully empowered Board of

Governors (BoGs) which

shall consist of all members

from the private sector. The

employees of these hospitals

will not have the status of

civil servants. Non-

professionals could become

member of the Board of

Governors, which is not

acceptable. How could non

professionals run hospitals?

This is indeed the

privatization of the

government-run hospitals. If

these health facilities are

privatized, where the poor of

this country will go for their

treatment? In fact, MTI will

destroy the healthcare

delivery system of Punjab,”

the statement added.

Pakistan Medical

Association Centre supports

the stance of PMA Punjab

and its all branches for their

struggle against the divisive

approach of Punjab

government on MTI Act.

PMA believes that the

Punjab government should

not take solo flight on such a

critical piece of legislation.

It should consult the

stakeholders and develop

consensus on the issue, he

concluded.

PMA PUNJAB: In a

specially-convened meeting

of the Executive Committee

of PMA Punjab, senior

health professionals called

the MTI Act “a fraud with

the medical community”.

The meeting was held with

PMA Punjab President Dr

Sahibzada Syed Masood-us-

Syed in the chair.

Describing the MTI Act

as a stab in the back of the

professional community, the

meeting called for

immediate retraction of the

decision by the Punjab

government, reminding the

authorities that in this

critical time of a global

pandemic, doctors need

peace of mind to deliver

their services with proper

focus. The government is not

even providing proper gear

and equipment to the doctors

to carry out their duties

which has put their lives at

risk, and, on the other hand,

it is professionally hurting

them.

PMA LAHORE: A

meeting of PMA Lahore,

held under the chairmanship

of PMA Lahore President Dr

Mohammad Ashraf Nizami,

called the presentation of the

MTI bill in the provincial

assembly an illegal act as the

matter was already being

discussed by a bench of the

Lahore High Court. The

meeting urged the Speaker

of the assembly to link

implementation of the bill

with the decision of the High

Court.

Meanwhile, rejecting all

amendments by the

opposition and

notwithstanding the protest

by the medical fraternity, the

Punjab Assembly passed the

Punjab Medical Teaching

Institutions (Reforms) Bill,

2019, which gives state-run

health facilities under the

supervision of private-

sector-dominated boards of

governors.

The opposition members

cautioned the government

that the system the new

enactment proposed proved

to be a failure in Khyber

Pakhtunkhwa (KP) and its

replication in Punjab could

destroy the healthcare

system of the biggest

province too. They said the

government was passing the

bill in haste without taking

into consideration its

repercussions.

They questioned that

how could a law

unacceptable to the doctors,

nurses and paramedics

succeed in achieving the

goals the PTI government

had set as its target?

Referring to reservations

of the medical fraternity,

they said it would hurt their

service structures as once

accepting their job in a

health facility given under

the MTI law, they could not

be transferred to any other

hospital unlike their

counterparts working at the

facilities where the law is not

imposed.
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PMA Center, units vow to fight off MTI regulation

A meeting of the Provincial Councilors of Pakistan Medical Association (PMA) Punjab was held recently at the PMA House in Lahore. The meeting discussed a number of

significant matters related to the community of healthcare professionals in the province.

A Career Counseling seminar was held at the PMA House in Lahore. The guest

speakers were University of Health Sciences (UHS), Lahore, Vice-Chancellor Professor

Dr Javed Akram and King Edward Medical University (KEMU), Lahore, Vice-

Chancellor Professor Dr Khalid Masood Gondal who is also the Regional Director of

the College of Physicians and Surgeons, Pakistan (CPSP). They stressed the need for

career orientation of medical students and young doctors, and called for introducing

changes in the post-graduate curriculum and overall policy. Dr Ammar Anwar made a

presentation on the prevailing scenario which was much appreciated by the audience

which comprised a large number of medical students and young doctors. PMA Lahore

President Dr Mohammad Ashraf Nizami later presented honorary shields to the two

guest speakers.
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EVEN at their most

effective – and draconian –

containment strategies have

only slowed the spread of the

respiratory disease COVID-

19. With the World Health

Organization (WHO) finally

declaring a pandemic, all

eyes have turned to the

prospect of a vaccine,

because only a vaccine can

prevent people from getting

sick.

About 35 companies and

academic institutions are

racing to create such a

vaccine, at least four of

which already have

candidates they have been

testing in animals. The first

of these – produced by

Boston-based biotech firm

Moderna – will enter human

trials imminently.

This unprecedented

speed is thanks in large part

to early Chinese efforts to

sequence the genetic

material of SARS-CoV-2,

the virus that causes

COVID-19. China shared

that sequence in early

January, allowing research

groups around the world to

grow the live virus and study

how it invades human cells

and makes people sick.

But there is another

reason for the head-start.

Though nobody could have

predicted that the next

infectious disease to threaten

the globe would be caused

by a coronavirus – flu is

generally considered to pose

the greatest pandemic risk –

vaccinologists had hedged

their bets by working on

“prototype” pathogens. “The

speed with which we have

produced these candidates

builds very much on the

investment in understanding

how to develop vaccines for

other coronaviruses,” says

Richard Hatchett, CEO of

the Oslo-based nonprofit the

Coalition for Epidemic

Preparedness Innovations

(CEPI), which is leading

efforts to finance and

coordinate COVID-19

vaccine development.

Coronaviruses have

caused two other recent

epidemics – severe acute

respiratory syndrome

(SARS) in China in 2002-04,

and Middle East Respiratory

Syndrome (MERS), which

started in Saudi Arabia in

2012. In both cases, work

began on vaccines that were

later shelved when the

outbreaks were contained.

One company, Maryland-

based Novavax, has now

repurposed those vaccines

for SARS-CoV-2, and says it

has several candidates ready

to enter human trials this

spring. Moderna,

meanwhile, built on earlier

work on the MERS virus

conducted at the US

National Institute of Allergy

and Infectious Diseases in

Bethesda, Maryland.

SARS-CoV-2 shares

between 80 and 90 percent

of its genetic material with

the virus that caused SARS –

hence its name. Both consist

of a strip of ribonucleic acid

(RNA) inside a spherical

protein capsule that is

covered in spikes. The

spikes lock on to receptors

on the surface of cells lining

the human lung – the same

type of receptor in both cases

– allowing the virus to break

into the cell. Once inside, it

hijacks the cell’s

reproductive machinery to

produce more copies of

itself, before breaking out of

the cell again and killing it in

the process.

All vaccines work

according to the same basic

principle. They present part

or all of the pathogen to the

human immune system,

usually in the form of an

injection and at a low dose,

to prompt the system to

produce antibodies to the

pathogen. Antibodies are a

kind of immune memory

which, having been elicited

once, can be quickly

mobilized again if the person

is exposed to the virus in its

natural form.

T r a d i t i o n a l l y ,

immunization has been

achieved using live,

weakened forms of the virus,

or part or whole of the virus

once it has been inactivated

by heat or chemicals. These

methods have drawbacks.

The live form can continue

to evolve in the host, for

example, potentially

recapturing some of its

virulence and making the

recipient sick, while higher

or repeat doses of the

inactivated virus are

required to achieve the

necessary degree of

protection.

Some of the COVID-19

vaccine projects are using

these tried-and-tested

approaches, but others are

using newer technology. One

more recent strategy – the

one that Novavax is using,

for example – constructs a

“recombinant” vaccine. This

involves extracting the

genetic code for the protein

spike on the surface of

SARS-CoV-2, which is the

part of the virus most likely

to provoke an immune

reaction in humans, and

pasting it into the genome of

a bacterium or yeast –

forcing these

microorganisms to churn out

large quantities of the

protein.

Other approaches, even

newer, bypass the protein

and build vaccines from the

genetic instruction itself.

This is the case for Moderna

and another Boston

company, CureVac, both of

which are building COVID-

19 vaccines out of

messenger RNA.

CEPI’s original portfolio

of four funded COVID-19

vaccine projects was heavily

skewed towards these more

innovative technologies, and

recently it announced $4.4m

of partnership funding with

Novavax and with a

University of Oxford

vectored vaccine project. 

“Our experience with

vaccine development is that

you can’t anticipate where

you are going to stumble,”

Continued on Page 4

Awaiting a vaccine for COVID-19
Even if human trials  go well and a cure is found, there are many barriers before global immunization is feasible.

WHAT became known as COVID-19, or the coronavirus, started in late 2019 as a

cluster of pneumonia cases with an unknown cause. The cause of the pneumonia was

found to be a new virus – severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2, or SARS-CoV-

2. The illness caused by the virus is COVID-19.

Now declared as a pandemic by the World Health Organiztion (WHO), the majority of

people who contract COVID-19 suffer only mild, cold-like symptoms. WHO says about

80 percent of people with COVID-19 recover without needing any specialist treatment.

Only about one person in six becomes seriously ill “and develops difficulty breathing”.

So how can COVID-19 develop into a more serious illness featuring pneumonia, and

what does that do to our lungs and the rest of our body?

How is the virus affecting people?

Guardian Australia spoke with Prof John Wilson, President-elect of the Royal

Australasian College of Physicians and a respiratory physician. He says almost all serious

consequences of COVID-19 feature pneumonia.

Wilson says people who catch COVID-19 can be placed into four broad categories.

The least serious are those people who are “sub-clinical” and who have the virus but have

no symptoms. Next are those who get an infection in the upper respiratory tract, which,

Wilson says, “means a person has a fever and a cough and maybe milder symptoms like

headache or conjunctivitis”. He says: “Those people with minor symptoms are still able to

transmit the virus but may not be aware of it.”

The largest group of those who would be positive for COVID-19, and the people most

likely to present to hospitals and surgeries, are those who develop the same flu-like

symptoms that would usually keep them off work. A fourth group, Wilson says, will

develop severe illness that features pneumonia.

He says: “In Wuhan, it worked out that from those who had tested positive and had

sought medical help, roughly 6pc had a severe illness.”

The WHO says the elderly and people with underlying problems like high blood

pressure, heart and lung problems or diabetes, are more likely to develop serious illness. 

How does the pneumonia develop?

When people with COVID-19 develop a cough and fever, Wilson says this is a result of the

infection reaching the respiratory tree – the air passages that conduct air between the lungs and the

outside. He says: “The lining of the respiratory tree becomes injured, causing inflammation. This in

turn irritates the nerves in the lining of the airway. Just a speck of dust can stimulate a cough. But

if this gets worse, it goes past just the lining of the airway and goes to the gas exchange units, which

are at the end of the air passages. If they become infected they respond by pouring out inflammatory

material into the air sacs that are at the bottom of our lungs.”

If the air sacs then become inflamed, Wilson says, this causes an “outpouring of

inflammatory material [fluid and inflammatory cells] into the lungs and we end up with

pneumonia.”

He says lungs that become filled with inflammatory material are unable to get enough

oxygen to the bloodstream, reducing the body’s ability to take on oxygen and get rid of

carbon dioxide. “That is the usual cause of death with severe pneumonia,” he says.

How can the pneumonia be treated?

Prof Christine Jenkins, chair of Lung Foundation Australia and a leading respiratory

physician, told Guardian Australia: “Unfortunately, so far we don’t have anything that can

stop people getting COVID-19 pneumonia.

“People are already trialing all sorts of medications and we are hopeful that we might

discover that there are various combinations of viral and anti-viral medications that could

be effective. At the moment there isn’t any established treatment apart from supportive

treatment, which is what we give people in intensive care.

“We ventilate them and maintain high oxygen levels until their lungs are able to

function in a normal way again as they recover.”

Wilson says patients with viral pneumonia are also at risk of developing secondary

infections, so they would also be treated with anti-viral medication and antibiotics. “In

some situations that isn’t enough,” he says of the current outbreak. “The pneumonia went

unabated and the patients did not survive.”

Is COVID-19 pneumonia different?

Jenkins says COVID-19 pneumonia is different from the most common cases that

people are admitted to hospitals for. “Most types of pneumonia that we know of and that

we admit people to hospital for are bacterial and they respond to an antibiotic.”

Wilson says there is evidence that pneumonia caused by COVID-19 may be

particularly severe. He says cases of coronavirus pneumonia tend to affect all of the lungs,

instead of just small parts. He says: “Once we have an infection in the lung and, if it

involves the air sacs, then the body’s response is first to try and destroy the virus and limit

its replication.”

But Wilson says this “first responder mechanism” can be impaired in some groups,

including people with underlying heart and lung conditions, diabetes and the elderly.

Jenkins says that, generally, people aged 65 and over are at risk of getting pneumonia,

as well as people with medical conditions such as diabetes, cancer or a chronic disease

affecting the lungs, heart, kidney or liver, smokers, Indigenous Australians, and infants

aged 12 months and under.

“Age is the major predictor of risk of death from pneumonia. Pneumonia is always

serious for an older person and in fact it used to be one of the main causes of death in the

elderly. Now we have very good treatments for pneumonia.

“It’s important to remember that no matter how healthy and active you are, your risk

for getting pneumonia increases with age. This is because our immune system naturally

weakens with age, making it harder for our bodies to fight off infections and diseases,” he

concluded. – Courtesy: The Guardian

The corona-hit lungs
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Impact of COVID-19 triage on caregivers
By Aamir Jafarey &

Sualeha Shekhani

COVID-19 is not only

playing havoc in the lives of

patients, it has also impacted

the lives of caregivers, the

multitude of healthcare

professionals who are at the

frontlines of this battle, all

across the world. Pakistan too

is increasingly feeling the

pressure as we steadily ascend

this steep upward swing of the

curve to wherever its peak

may be. While doctors and

nurses and the other ancillary

staff are doing what they can,

in the COVID-19 crisis they

are confronted with much

more than what they were

ever trained for, or perhaps

even signed up for.

Apart from the health risks

involved, there is also the

emotional impact that this

mounting crisis is bound to

have on what may be a highly

motivated but often grossly

ill-equipped health workforce.

The physical risks to

doctors, nurses and other

ancillary workers are all too

apparent. Already, several

health workers across

Pakistan have been infected

by their patients, and one

young physician has lost his

life.

As we try and flatten this

curve by social distancing

measures, the higher the

upward stroke of this now

infamous curve goes in

Pakistan, the greater will be

the challenge for healthcare

workers as our capacity to

care for the sick is exhausted.

We are witnessing in real time

how much more robust health

systems have been brought to

their knees by the ravages of

this disease in other parts of

the world.

Pandemic or no pandemic,

healthcare resources in

Pakistan are already

inadequate to cater to our

usual requirements. Even in

times of normalcy, healthcare

professionals in Pakistan face

chronic shortages of even the

most basic equipment and

supplies. Shortage of

Intensive Care Unit (ICU)

beds is almost a daily

occurrence in tertiary care

hospitals, with junior doctors

constantly contacting other

hospitals to find available

ventilators so that a critically

ill patient can be shifted and

saved. Often, they do not

succeed.

These chronic shortages

are about to expand manifold

in the coming weeks, if the

number of COVID-19 cases

increases in Pakistan. The

shortage of resources is not

strictly limited to equipment

and supplies, but also the

human resources required to

deal with this challenge.

The government is

scrambling to get the needed

equipment including

ventilators from China. The

chief of National Disaster

Management Authority

(NDMA) has assured the

nation that soon we will have

planeloads arriving in the

country. These machines need

skilled operators and an

ordinary health professional

without proper training cannot

use them and can actually

inflict more harm in their

misuse. We may not have

sufficient qualified personnel

who are available and also

willing to do the job.

While we are quite

confident that healthcare

workers will be eager to serve

at the proverbial frontlines,

the fear of the virus is very

real and we have already seen

media reports of physicians

refusing to go to report for

"Corona duty" because they

fear for their lives and that of

their loved ones.

From the more developed

parts of the world, including

the United States, shortage of

human resources has become

evident as healthcare workers

have contracted the virus, and

are now in quarantine. With

our resources at a stretch in

peace times, how will we deal

with these challenges in times

of crisis?

It is not difficult to

imagine a situation in which

there is one ventilator

possibly available, and four

very sick patients in one hour,

and perhaps 12 more equally

sick and deserving ones in the

next hour. How is the

decision to be made to

allocate this one available

life saving device to a

patient?

In normal times,

especially where there are

adequate resources to go

around, "First come, first

served" usually works very

well in allocating hospital

beds and resources, the patient

who arrives first generally

gets admitted first, provided it

is medically indicated. In a

chronically overstretched

health system, such as ours,

physicians generally juggle

factors such as age, quality of

life and the estimated utility of

life years after recovery. This

is not an easy calculus; it is

triage. This criterion,

however, has become more

crucial in the present situation.

Consider the now-not-so-

hypothetical situation in

which there are two patients,

an 80-year-old and a 40-year-

old, both needing the

machine to breathe. How

about a 60-year-old who is a

major donor to the hospital,

or a 30-year-old fruit vendor

who pushes his cart in streets

all day long? What if a 65-

year-old professor has a

better shot at quality life for

the next decade if he

survives, versus a 35-year-

old man with colonic cancer

with an unknown outcome?

Throw into this analysis

the situation when a 77-year-

old patient with several other

medical issues occupies an

ICU bed, and after fighting

several weeks, walks out of

the hospital, to live a healthy

retired life for perhaps

another four years. During

the time of his ventilation,

perhaps four other younger

patients who are now dead

may have been saved by

using this one machine with

shorter periods of ventilation,

and perhaps lived for

decades, contributing to

society.

These are the kind of

decisions exhausted, terrified

and sleep-deprived

healthcare workers may have

to be making soon, with little

or no training in ethical

decision-making.

A triage system currently

exists for sorting out patients

for treatment prioritization.

The system dates back to

1792, when the Surgeon in

Chief to Napoleon's Imperial

Guard applied a process

known as "medical triage". In

this system, the wounded

during war were divided into

three different categories:

those who will recover

without treatment, those who

will die whether or not they

are treated, and those for

whom treatment will make the

difference between life and

death. It is the third category

that requires urgent care,

particularly in situations of

resource shortages, like as in

war or today in a pandemic

situation.

While the majority of

COVID-19 patients can

fortunately be treated at home

safely, it is the 15-20 percent

sick ones that will overwhelm

existing resources, as is amply

evident in how the virus has

crippled the much more

robust heath systems in

European and American

hospitals. It is these patients

who will face triage for

hospital and ICU beds, and

ultimately for ventilators.

However, there is a

difference when it comes to

applying triage in a pandemic.

As the situation escalates,

healthcare workers will be

forced to make choices and

decisions which will literally

boil down to life and death.

They will be the ones who

will be choosing who may be

given a chance to live, and

also those who will be left to

die.

Those being triaged out

and excluded from ventilation

are not because it is clear that

they will die despite this

intervention (category 2 in the

a b o v e - m e n t i o n e d

categorization of triage). The

doctor triaging out Corona

patients would many times

know that the patient he just

turned away may have lived if

intervention was provided;

but there were too few

ventilators to be hooked up.

Such decisions will take

an immense psychological

and emotional toll on

healthcare professionals who

will be left to bear the

“dreadful burden of choice”.

Another very real aspect

linked directly to having to

turn away patients is that of

personal risk or violence by

outraged relatives. In a culture

of mistrust, the person on the

frontline may be in harm’s

way in such situations.

Italian doctors have been

grappling with exactly these

kinds of dilemma and

recommend that in these

desperate COVID-19 times,

the “first come, first served”

rule does not apply. They have

recommended that "priority

should be given to those who

have, first, greater likelihood of

survival and, second, who have

more potential years of life".

Applying the utilitarian

philosophical theory which

talks about the rule of

maximizing benefits for greater

numbers, the application of this

analytical framework

advocates that healthcare

workers utilize limited

resources to "save more lives,

and more years of life".

Operationalizing this rule

would mean that people who

are sick but have a greater

chance of recovery would be

given priority, and those

refused would include in

addition to the category 2

patients noted above, also

those who if saved are

considered too old to benefit

for a meaningful period of

productive life, even if they

arrived early and a ventilator

was available. This exclusion

from treatment is beyond the

framework of classical triage

to which health systems are

accustomed.

The moral burden in

making such choices, albeit

aided by guidance documents

and expert opinions, does not

lessen the enormity for the

decision-maker.

Even with these

guidelines in place, ought a

fellow physician or a nurse be

given priority for a ventilator

bed if she requires it, over and

above another patient who fits

the criteria? Most would say

they should, based on the

principle of reciprocity.

Expert opinions also suggest

that because of the

instrumental value of

healthcare workers (i.e. they

are essential for providing

emergency care services in

times of pandemic) they may

be given priority for

treatment.

But ought an ICU bed be

kept vacant in order to

accommodate a stricken

healthcare worker who may

need it? Even beyond a sense

of camaraderie, this may be a

pragmatic necessity to keep the

system   worth  considering  is 

Continued on Page 5
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the scenario in which the next day, the ER

receives a 70-year-old mother of a physician

who works at this hospital. Her son has brought

her, riddled with guilt since sequestered tightly

in the house, the only way his mother could

have contracted the infection is through him.

Even though she may not fit the age criteria

(which, let us assume, has been set at 65 years)

should she be given a ventilator, using the same

principle of reciprocity? After all, human

beings do not live as atomistic, isolated units,

they are very much part of the family system.

What are the responsibilities of healthcare

professionals to their families in such times?

Hospital beds and ventilators are not the

only things in short supply. The personal risks

of handling patients with a deadly contagious

disease can be mitigated somewhat by the use

of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

which, at present, is a rarity. Using a mask and

a pair of gloves offers very limited protection

and does not constitute PPE.

Does the society expect healthcare

professionals to rush to "combat" in the absence

of such equipment? In other words, is the duty

to treat  absolute, no matter what the context?

Immanuel Kant would certainly say it is.

But Kant is criticized because his analysis does

not take the context into consideration, the

context that the individual lives in. Would a 25-

year-old physician be well within his rights to

refuse to report for duty in the Corona ward

where no PPE is being provided, especially

now that one 29-year-old physician from

Gilgit-Baltistan contracted the disease while

screening suspected patients and subsequently

perished?

Do healthcare professionals have the same

duty to treat, as say soldiers do, to carry out

orders from his superiors? A soldier is expected

to stand his grounds, under any circumstance,

even after running out of ammunition, if told to

do so. The oath that physicians take at the time

of graduation from medical colleges talks of

service without prejudice, and practice with his

patients' health as his first consideration.

However, nowhere does it state that a physician

should risk his own life for the sake of his

patient. Of course, it can be argued that it is

within such dire situations where the greatest

servitude to humanity is required. However,

these would count as supererogatory acts rather

than something that may be expected as a

norm.

Healthcare leadership also has considerable

issues to contend with. Would it be justifiable

for the medical superintendent of a hospital to

use coercive means to make sure that the

Corona Unit at the hospital is staffed? The fear

of personal peril of contracting the disease is

very real, but the fear of taking the disease

home is even greater.

Consider the hypothetical case of a young

general practitioner in a government

dispensary in a small Pakistani town. He is told

to report for Corona duty by the District

Commissioner. Having never managed a

patient in a ward since his house job 18 years

ago, he may not even be able to start a drip, let

alone manage fluids for a very sick patient. He

wonders what use he will be at the frontlines,

with or without PPE. Is he a disgrace to his

profession if he refuses to go?

In addition to the very real physical risks

that they run, there is also the inevitability of

considerable mental distress. Refusing to

allocate precious life-saving resources to a

gravely sick person who may be having even

the slightest chance of living is a heavy cross to

bear: "He died because I decided he should not

be given a chance."

With mental health enjoying the lowest

rung in our healthcare priorities, ironically

somewhere near public health in our medical

education system, the mental scars these

healthcare workers will develop can have long

reaching consequences for themselves, their

families and their medical practice.

Amidst the joys of seeing a patient recover

from the throes of Corona and walk out, there

will be the devastating lingering images of

those who died gasping for breath. Or the

parent they blamed themselves for infecting

and ultimately losing.

As a society, when we examine the role

played by these men and women, our doctors,

nurses, physical therapists, ancillary and

support staff, the security guards and the

janitorial staff, let us not criticize them for their

failings, for there will be plenty of those, but

for the immense burden they carry on their

shoulders each day, in the hope that lives of

complete strangers can be saved.

The scars from the battles to come will be

etched on their lives forever. As members of

the public, it is our collective duty to exercise

patience, and have faith, in these heroes, most

of whom will remain unsung.

The piece first appeared on Dawn.Com

website and is reproduced here with

gratitude. The authors are professionals

associated with the Centre of Biomedical

Ethics and Culture, SIUT
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says Hatchett, meaning that

diversity is key. And the stage

where any approach is most likely

to stumble is clinical or human

trials, which, for some of the

candidates, are about to get under

way.

Clinical trials, an essential

precursor to regulatory approval,

usually take place in three phases.

The first, involving a few dozen

healthy volunteers, tests the

vaccine for safety, monitoring for

adverse effects. The second,

involving several hundred people,

usually in a part of the world

affected by the disease, looks at

how effective the vaccine is, and

the third does the same in several

thousand people. 

But there is a high level of

attrition as experimental vaccines

pass through these phases. “Not all

horses that leave the starting gate

will finish the race,” says Bruce

Gellin, who runs the global

immunization program for the

Washington DC-based nonprofit,

the Sabin Vaccine Institute.

There are good reasons for that.

Either the candidates are unsafe, or

they are ineffective, or both.

Screening out duds is essential,

which is why clinical trials cannot

be skipped or hurried. Approval

can be accelerated if regulators

have approved similar products

before. The annual flu vaccine, for

example, is the product of a well-

honed assembly line in which only

one or a few modules have to be

updated each year.

In contrast, SARS-CoV-2 is a

novel pathogen in humans, and

many of the technologies being

used to build vaccines are

relatively untested too. No vaccine

made from genetic material – RNA

or DNA – has been approved to

date, for example. So the COVID-

19 vaccine candidates have to be

treated as brand new vaccines, and,

as Gellin says: “While there is a

push to do things as fast as

possible, it is really important not

to take shortcuts.”

An illustration of that is a vaccine

that was produced in the 1960s

against respiratory syncytial virus, a

common virus that causes cold-like

symptoms in children. In clinical

trials, this vaccine was found to

aggravate those symptoms in infants

who went on to catch the virus.

A similar effect was observed in

animals given an early experimental

SARS vaccine. It was later modified

to eliminate that problem, but, now

that it has been repurposed for

SARS-CoV-2, it will need to be put

through especially stringent safety

testing to rule out the risk of

enhanced disease.

It is for these reasons that

taking a vaccine candidate all the

way to regulatory approval

typically takes a decade or more,

and no one is quite sure why

President Donald Trump sowed

confusion when, at a meeting at the

White House, he pressed for a

vaccine to be ready by the US

elections in November – an

impossible deadline.

“Like most vaccinologists, I

don’t think this vaccine will be

ready before 18 months,” says

Annelies Wilder-Smith, professor

of emerging infectious diseases at

the London School of Hygiene and

Tropical Medicine. That is already

extremely fast, and it assumes there

will be no hitches.

In the meantime, there is

another potential problem. As soon

as a vaccine is approved, it is going

to be needed in vast quantities –

and many of the organizations in

the COVID-19 vaccine race simply

do not have the necessary

production capacity. Vaccine

development is already a risky

affair, in business terms, because

so few candidates get anywhere

near the clinic. 

Production facilities tend to be

tailored to specific vaccines, and

scaling these up when you don’t

yet know if your product will

succeed is not commercially

feasible. CEPI and similar

organizations exist to shoulder

some of the risk, keeping

companies incentivized to develop

much-needed vaccines. CEPI plans

to invest in developing a COVID-

19 vaccine and boosting

manufacturing capacity in parallel,

and it recently put out a call for

$2bn to allow it to do so.

Once a COVID-19 vaccine has

been approved, a further set of

challenges will present itself.

“Getting a vaccine that is proven to

be safe and effective in humans

takes one at best about a third of

the way to what is needed for a

global immunization program,”

says global health expert Jonathan

Quick of Duke University in North

Carolina, author of The End of

Epidemics (2018). “Virus biology

and vaccines technology could be

the limiting factors, but politics and

economics are far more likely to be

the barrier to immunization.”

The problem is making sure the

vaccine gets to all those who need it.

This is a challenge even within

countries, and some have worked

out guidelines. In the scenario of a

flu pandemic, for example, the UK

would prioritize vaccinating

healthcare and social care workers,

along with those considered at

highest medical risk – including

children and pregnant women –

with the overall goal of keeping

sickness and death rates as low as

possible. But in a pandemic,

countries also have to compete with

each other for medicines.

Because pandemics tend to hit

hardest those countries that have

the most fragile and underfunded

healthcare systems, there is an

inherent imbalance between need

and purchasing power when it

comes to vaccines. During the

2009 H1N1 flu pandemic, for

example, vaccine supplies were

snapped up by nations that could

afford them, leaving poorer ones

short.

But you could also imagine a

scenario where, say, India – a

major supplier of vaccines to the

developing world – not

unreasonably decides to use its

vaccine production to protect its

own 1.3 billion-strong population

first, before exporting any.

Outside of pandemics, the

WHO brings governments,

charitable foundations and

vaccine-makers together to agree

an equitable global distribution

strategy, and organizations like

GAVI, the vaccine alliance, have

come up with innovative funding

mechanisms to raise money on the

markets for ensuring supply to

poorer countries.

But each pandemic is different,

and no country is bound by any

arrangement the WHO proposes –

leaving many unknowns. As Seth

Berkley, CEO of GAVI, points out:

“The question is, what will happen

in a situation where you have got

national emergencies going on?”

This is being debated, but it will

be a while before we see how it

plays out. The pandemic, says

Wilder-Smith, “will probably have

peaked and declined before a

vaccine is available”.

A vaccine could still save many

lives, especially if the virus

becomes endemic or perennially

circulating – like flu – and there are

further, possibly seasonal,

outbreaks. But until then, our best

hope is to contain the disease as far

as possible. To repeat the sage

advice: wash your hands. –

Courtesy: The Guardian

Awaiting a vaccine for COVID-19

A Clinical Talk on the Management of Hypertension was organized by PMA Gujranwala recently. Professor Taj Jamshaid was the guest speaker.
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again see what the  issue is

and if they [quarantined

pilgrims] need further

treatment, they will be shifted

to DHQ or city hospital, but if

they can be treated here, we

will provide treatment to

them here,” were the last

words of the young doctor

that the world heard in that

video which was recorded at a

quarantine centre at Sakwar,

Gilgit, where he ultimately

ended up contracting the virus

while checking pilgrims

returning to the country.

A five-member medical

board constituted to look into

Dr Riaz’s health concluded

that the doctor had passed

away because of the virus. He

had fallen sick approximately

two nights earlier after

returning home from work

around midnight. He tested

positive for coronavirus and

had been placed on a

ventilator. From which he

was removed after two days

with the consent of his family.

According to reports, he

had told his family that he

was tired and went to sleep.

However, he did not wake up

the next morning. The family

found him unresponsive, and

rushed him to the nearest

hospital. The young doctor

had joined the hospital as

medical officer after passing

first stage of fellowship in

Medicine.

Dr Qaisar Sajjad that

while the medical fraternity

was doing its best, it was

unfortunate that the

government had not even

been able to provide personal

protective equipment (PPE)

to those who were at the

maximum risk of contracting

the virus.

He appreciated the fact

that Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP)

health Minister Taimur Khan

Jhagra had praised the role of

the medical community in

these critical times, and for

calling Dr Usama Riaz a

martyr. However, what the

healthcare workers need more

than appreciation is proper

equipment, he said.

Addressing  a press

conference earlier alongside

medical experts, Dr Sajjad

urged the government to

ensure that all airports and

border entry points should

have effective screening

systems in place so that no

coronavirus patient coming

from a high-risk country

escaped attention of the

authorities.

He also appealed to

shopkeepers selling face

masks at high prices these

days not to take advantage of

public fears over coronavirus

and distribute this inexpensive

product free of cost.

Those who also spoke at

the press conference were

PMA Karachi President Dr.

Muhammad Sharif

Hashmani, PMA Karachi

General Secretary Dr. Abdul

Ghafoor Shoro, Dr. Sohail

Akhtar of Pakistan Islamic

Medical Association (PIMA),

Dr. Afia Zafar, Professor and

Consultant Microbiologist,

Aga Khan University

Hospital (AKUH), Dr. Nisar

Rao, President, Pakistan

Chest Society, and Dr.

Samreen Sarfaraz of the

Medical Microbiology and

Infectious Diseases Society of

Pakistan,.

The experts cited

examples from countries such

as Bangladesh, Nepal,

Singapore, the United States

and Australia, which had set

up enhanced screening

mechanisms at their airports

for prevention against the

virus. “The government

should improve facilities at

airports to scan passengers

arriving from high-risk

countries, particularly from

China, Thailand, Afghanistan

and Iran.

“If anybody is found with

signs of fever, he or she

should be quarantined at entry

points for 14 days, and

patients who test positive for

coronavirus should be kept in

isolation facilities at

hospitals,” they said.

According to Dr Sajjad,

doctors are seeing at least 10-

12 patients of influenza these

days and it was important that

anybody having symptoms of

cold, runny nose, sneezing

and cough should stay at

home and adopt all preventive

measures.

“It is a viral disease which

causes upper respiratory tract

infection presenting with

symptoms such as fever,

runny nose, sneezing, fatigue,

sore throat, cough and

shortness of breath. “If the

symptoms of the infection are

not treated properly, this can

lead to lower respiratory tract

infection, laryngitis,

bronchitis, lung infection and

pneumonia which could be

fatal,” said Dr Samreen

Sarfaraz.

To a question about the

use of face masks, the experts

explained that only the

medical staff examining

patients of highly infectious

diseases or people having flu-

like symptoms should use

them and that a distance of at

least three feet should be

maintained from such

patients.

The disease, they said,

spread via respiratory

droplets produced when an

infected person coughed or

sneezed. These droplets could

land in the mouths or noses of

the people who were nearby

or could possibly inhale them

into the lungs.

“While the virus is

thought to spread mainly

from person to person, it is

possible that a person gets the

virus touching a surface or

object that has the virus on it

and then touching their own

mouth, nose, or possibly their

eyes,” said Dr Afia Zafar.

Dr Qaisar Sajjad

emphasized that people with

lung infections or weak

immune system must adopt

precautionary measures

against the virus and avoid

going to crowded places.

He appreciated the Sindh

government for taking the

required steps, like shutting

down schools and, later,

putting the province under

lockdown. He urged the

people to ensure compliance

and stay at home for that is

the only way of protecting

oneself – and the society at

large – from the coronavirus.

The PMA leader appealed

to all Pakistanis to play their

due role in efforts to prevent

the possible spread of

coronavirus by adopting all

the required preventive

measures. “People should

visit qualified doctors or

government designated

centers if they want to seek

advice or require an

examination for coronavirus.

There is no need to panic, but

people must adhere to the

basic protective measures,

including hand and

respiratory hygiene,” he said.

“If preventive measures

are not adopted properly, the

virus could spread rapidly and

become a serious issue. So it

is the right time to follow the

hygiene rules and keep

yourself, your families and

surroundings clean in all

respect,” he said.

Talking about coronovirus

testing, Dr Qaisar Sajjad said

that he had come to know that

some private labs were doing

the coronavirus test. Since it

is a sensitive test, the

government should not allow

any facility to do this test

without getting a no-objection

certificate (NOC) from it,” he

said. 

He suggested that the

government should

strengthen its screening

process and to improve and

expand quarantine facilities. 

“All isolation facilities

should be equipped with

ventilators. We already have

an acute shortage of

ventilators and it is important

given the fact that the

infection can cause serious

respiratory illness,” he said. 

COVID-19 AND

PRISONERS: As the

country grapples with the

grave challenges posed by the

coronavirus pandemic, the

Islamabad High Court (IHC)

has taken a welcome initiative

to provide relief to the

overwhelmed criminal justice

system, and ordered some

necessary precautions, said a

PMA statement.

Ideally, a prison

population should be easier to

isolate than the general

population because its

interaction with the outside

world is limited and can be

further restricted. The Sindh

government has taken a

number of steps to ensure

‘social distancing’ to prevent

community transmission of

COVID-19. However, the

provincial prison authorities

have a considerable challenge

on their hands.

As reported in national

media, the risk is not from

visitors who communicate

with the inmates across a

glass partition, meaning there

is no physical contact

between them. The IGP

Prisons, Sindh, has also been

quoted as saying that among

other measures, he has

suggested that, where

possible, trial proceedings

should be conducted via

video link. This would

address the risk of prisoners

being brought to court in vans

so inadequate in number that

inmates often end up being

packed together like sardines.

However, the

vulnerability lies in the fact

that jail staff come into

regular contact with those

behind bars. Unless they take

proper precautions before

they do so, it could ravage the

prison population. 

Jails in Pakistan are

shockingly overcrowded.

According to a report

presented in November last

year to the Supreme Court,

there are 114 prisons across

the country with 77,275

inmates against a combined

capacity of 57,742. At the

same time, onsite medical

facilities are less than

satisfactory. About half the

sanctioned posts for jail

medical staff are lying vacant,

and medical equipment and

ambulances are in short

supply. 

This makes for an

environment highly

conducive to the spread of

disease. As per recent data

collected by an IHC-

appointed commission, close

to 2,400 prisoners already

suffer from chronic,

contagious diseases, such as

hepatitis, HIV and

tuberculosis. It is therefore

vital that preventive measures

be put in place immediately

such as releasing low-risk

prisoners who are over 65

years of age, minors, petty

offenders and those with

existing serious illnesses. By

definition, a prison population

is a hostage group and the

coronavirus could wreak

havoc behind bars.

Against this backdrop,

the IHC must be praised for

its directive to release 1,362

under-trial prisoners from

Adiala jail; the cases of these

individuals pertain to minor

crimes and are pending before

the high court. 

It also ordered the

Islamabad police not to make,

for the foreseeable future, any

further arrests of those

involved in petty offences.

The release has been ordered

in an attempt to reduce

overcrowding in jails and

regulate visitation for those

who cannot be released, as

part of the larger action plan

by the government to combat

the coronavirus pandemic.

At present, 5,001

prisoners are incarcerated in

Adiala jail against its

sanctioned capacity of 2,174.

Adiala jail, like other prisons

in the country with their

squalid living conditions and

high turnover, could

potentially become a hotbed

for the spread of the virus,

endangering the lives of not

just the prisoners but

thousands of others connected

with the criminal justice

system including their

families.

The release of under-trial

prisoners involved in petty

crimes will also, to some

extent, reduce the

unnecessary movement and

exposure of prisoners, police

and court officials, thus

helping limit the chance of

their being infected by the

dangerous virus that has

gripped the world.

According to the

Islamabad deputy

commissioner, and

representatives of the

Islamabad police and federal

health ministry, the release of

under-trial prisoners is in line

with a national action plan

formulated by the

government under WHO’s

declaration of a ‘public

emergency of international

concern’. 

The PMA hopes that other

high/superior courts would

also make haste in taking

similar steps to lessen the

deadly impact of the

coronavirus outbreak in the

country.

Every move aimed

towards reducing its spread

will add up in eventually

being able to beat the

pandemic, concluded the

PMA statement.
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Dr Usama Riaz who lost

his life while serving
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The prize distribution ceremony of the 31st PMA Marathon and Health Walk was held at the PMA House in Karachi recently.

GAZETTE REPORT

IN the wake of the spread of coronavirus in the country, the Pakistan Medical

Association (PMA) has updated its earlier advisory for the masses. In a statement, PMA

Center Secretary-General Dr S.M. Qaisar Sajjad listed a set of guidelines:

* Do not shake hands and hug anyone. 

* Avoid crowds, large gatherings and get-togethers.

* Wash your hands with soap properly after regular intervals.

* Try to avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth.

* Mask is not required for everyone.

* Those with flu-like symptoms should stay home and wear mask to protect others. 

* Use tissue papers to clean your nose and dispose of it properly. You can also use your

arm rather than hands for covering your cough and sneeze.

* Avoid sneezing and coughing openly.

* Do not share your paraphernalia, like glass, plate, cup, towel, mobile, pen etc.

* The healthy person should keep himself at least three feet away from the person

coughing or sneezing.

* People should not themselves insist on having a coronavirus test. Get your advice and

treatment only from qualified doctors if you feel respiratory distress.

* Do not get into the panic mode. It is a viral infection, and antibiotic should not be

used in any viral disease. Do not indulge in self-medication.

These points are in addition to the earlier advisory which had the following points:

* People should take fresh healthy and balanced diet.

* Take 7-8 hours of night-time sleep.

* Take plenty of water.

* Complete bed rest if suffering from any respiratory virus. 

* Use tissue papers to clean one’s nose.

* Doctors should wash their hands after examining each patient.

* Birds, animals and poultry handlers should wear gloves and masks at their jobs. 

PMA updates COVID-19 guideline

A meeting of the Karachi Citizen’s Forum (KCF) was held recently at the PMA House

in Karachi. The participants included, among others, Dr. S.M. Qaisar Sajjad, Dr. Abdul

Ghafoor Shoro, Ms. Nargis Rahman, Prof. Shahana Kazmi, Ms. Ruby Raza, and Ms.

Laila Hashwani. The meeting discussed issues of critical importance to the  metropolis.
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PMA Center Secretary-

General Dr S.M. Qaisar

Sajjad in a statement warned

against coronavirus phobia

among the people as it was

resulting in self-testing and

self-medication.

“Do not panic”, he

advised people and urged

them to stay home and adopt

social distancing till the

pandemic was over. He said

that people continued to

throng laboratories to get

tested, which was against

medical advice.

One aspect is that people

are underestimating the

intensity of the pandemic as

they do not voluntarily take

necessary measures to prevent

its spread while some have

developed severe phobia of

getting the virus despite not

having any signs and

symptoms, he said.

People had developed

severe panicky state and got

palpitation, dryness of mouth

and numbness of whole body

besides interrupted sleep and

waking up during midnight

with panic attacks. “Such

people get worrying thoughts

as to what will happen to their

families, wives and children if

they die. They rush to

hospitals with respiratory

distress, psychological in

nature, for investigations and

treatment,” said Dr Sajjad.

He said that people

thought that their family

members were going to die.

He said that even well-

educated people had left cities

for their villages because of

the fear of gettng the

infection. People are also

getting panicky and have

started unnecessarily buying

food stuff, tissue papers, toilet

papers and sanitizers. Masks

and sanitizers have

disappeared from markets, he

added.

The PMA leader said that

people having phobic anxiety

disorder about the infection

could give auto suggestions to

themselves. Nothing will

happen to them. They should

lie down, take deep breaths

and hold on as long as they

can. Then they should release

it slowly and repeat this thrice

a day,” he suggested.

He said that in 95 percent

cases, the coronavirus

infection passes uneventfully

and the body gets immunity

against it. Only five percent

infected people get respiratory

complications. People having

severe phobia should contact

psychiatrists, Dr Sajjad

advised.

He said that some

psychiatric patients who

suffered from

hypochondriasis were prone

to develop the phobia as they

feared the worst all the time.

Some rush to hospital, seeking

treatment and others start self-

medication.

One must take all

precautions, including social

distancing, avoiding

unnecessary visits to hospitals

where the chances of getting

infections are much higher

than other places, and

frequently wash hands with

soap,” he said.

He said self medication,

especially with ibuprofen and

other non-steroidal anti-

inflammatory drugs

(NSAIDs), was dangerous and

must be avoided. 

“Not every cough or flu-

like symptom is due to corona.

Do not panic. Just stay home,

check fever randomly and you

should be fine. Even if

someone develops corona, in

majority of the cases, the

symptoms are mild and they

improve in due course without

requiring hospital treatment.

However, if there is difficulty

in breathing, then they may go

to hospital,” he said.

There is no treatment for

corona infection right now, and

treatment is only symptomatic

in nature, and for

complications, such as

breathing difficulties and high-

grade fever, he added. 

Meanwhile, Infection

Control Society of Pakistan

President Prof Rafiq Khanani

has said that heavy rush of

patients and attendants, a

common sight at public

hospitals and clinics, posed a

serious threat to patients and

medical staff.

“Patients visiting hospitals

with health complications are

more vulnerable to COVID-

19,” he said adding that there

were ways to address this

challenge.

Dr Khanani, Professor of

Pathology and Director of

Laboratories at the Liaquat

College of Medicine and

Dentistry, suggested that health

facilities should start clinical

services on telephone for

minor ailments as well as

telemedicine using proper

medical records and case files.

“This strategy would help

in the management of chronic

cases, treatment and follow-up

of patients as well as

connecting patient with labs

and referring them to other

services,” he said.

Explaining ‘screening’

and screening test/s for

diagnosis, he said thermal

screening was done at arrival

points, including airports,

seaports and road entry routes,

to check if the person was

suffering from fever.

“This screening is

misunderstood by many as a

test of coronavirus infection.

This misunderstanding has the

disadvantage of creating

‘fear’ among those who are

having high temperature

because of some other reason.

“There could be a

thousand reasons for a person

to have fever. Also, it also

creates a sense of

complacency in those who do

not have fever at that

particular moment,” he

explained.

Dr Khanani strongly

objected to what he described

as ‘forced quarantine’ done at

certain entry points without

proper counseling.

Such a practice, he feared,

may suggest to all travelers to

take fever-lowering tablets

before reaching the point of

entry to mask fever. “If proper

counseling is done and reason

of quarantine explained, no

prudent person will try to defy

the system. Besides, in such a

rapidly evolving pandemic,

quarantine services cannot be

provided to all the travelers or

exposure suspects,” he said.

Dr Khanani believed that

volunteer self-quarantine and

self-isolation with tracking,

counseling and follow-up by

health facilities with support

from community, non-

governmental organizations

(NGOs), medical associations

and faith groups was the need

of the hour.

He also advocated the use

of rapid serological (blood)

tests for screening patients in

field or at healthcare facilities.

The costly Polymerase Chain

Reaction (PCR) test,

according to him, should be

reserved for those whose

serological tests come

positive.

The serological tests, he

said, were much lower in

cost compared to the PCR

test. “The gold standard test

for the virus is based on the

PCR technology but it is

available only at a few

locations in the whole

country. Hence, it cannot

meet the increasing demand

of community.

“Besides, the PCR-based

test also requires strong

infection control measures in

place as the procedure of

taking sample from inside the

nasal cavity carries high

infection risk.

“The rapid serological

tests based on checking the

antibodies against the

coronavirus are available in

the market and can be

performed in field conditions.

These tests have a sensitivity

and specificity in the range of

85-90 per cent,” he explained.
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Pakistan Medical Association (PMA) Center Secretary-General Dr S.M. Qaisar Sajjad

recently spoke about the coronavirus at a meeting of stakeholders organized by the

Federation of Pakistan Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FPCCI) in Karachi.

Held at the Federation House, the meeting discussed the impact of coronavirus on

Pakistan trade. Also participating in the meeting were senior FPCCI bosses, Dr

Samreen Sarfaraz of the Indus Hospital, and the Deputy Governor of the State Bank of

Pakistan. Video links were also used to take input from relevant outstation resources.

Pakistan Medical Association (PMA) Center Secretary-General Dr S.M. Qaisar Sajjad

recently spoke about the coronavirus at a meeting organized by the Consumer

Association of Pakistan (CAP). Others who spoke on the occasion included CAP chief

Kaukab Iqbal, PTI MPA Imran Shah and Karachi Commissioner Iftikhar Ali Shallwani.


